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Supplementary figure 1. Networks of association between terms within each secondary corpus labeled at the top for the respective themes. Node sizes
and colours are proportional to their degrees: colour ranges from light green to red in proportion to low to high degrees. Edge thickness is proportional to
the association values, larger the association, thicker the edge. Network titles: (a) barriers, (b) diabetes education, (c) diabetes educators, (d) efficacy, (e)
reimbursement, (f) effectiveness, (g) patient-centred medical home, (h) self-management, (i) outcomes, and (j) referral.

http://www.ias.ac.in/jbiosci

Supplementary figure 1. continued.

Supplementary figure 1. continued.

Supplementary figure 2. Network of association between terms of abstracts year wise for the diseases or terms namely ‘vitiligo’,
‘comorbidity (diabetes)’ and ‘homocysteine’. Node sizes and colours are proportional to their degrees: colour ranges from light green to
red in proportion to low to high degrees. Edge thickness is proportional to the association values, larger the association, thicker the edge. (a–
c) vitiligo, years 2012, 2013, 2014; (d–f) comorbidity with diabetes, years 2012, 2013, 2014; (g–i) homocysteine, years 2012, 2013, 2014.

Supplementary figure 2. continued.

Supplementary figure 3. Screen outputs of sample runs of compute intensive functions in pubmed.mineR. Squared in red boxes are the
corpus sizes; encircled in green ellipses are the total time elapsed.

pubmed.mineR is an R package for text-mining of PubMed abstracts. pubmed.mineR is specially created for PubMed data, as
its name depicts. pubmed.mineR provides several functions for easy and somewhat intuitive text-mining.
Packages on which pubmed.mineR depends are RCurl, XML, bitops, NCBI2R which should be installed when we install
pubmed.mineR. When installed from CRAN, the dependencies also installed automatically.
Text-mining is the process of extracting meaningful information from the text, and, thus makes the information contained in
the text accessible to various data-mining algorithms. It is roughly equivalent to text analytics. An important facet of textmining is extraction of patterns and trends, and R with its rich repertoire of statistical tools is well suited for this purpose.

Text-mining usually involves three steps:
1. Process of structuring the input text.
2. To extract patterns within the structured data.
3. Finally evaluate and interpret the output. Text-mining tasks include information sourcing, classification, named
entity recognition, named entity normalization, relationships, question answering, summarization. (Cohen et al. 2013)
Classes and methods in the package pubmed.mineR:
Classes define the objects & are repositories for methods that act on those objects. The package pubmed.mineR contains two
classes i.e.
Classes:
1. Abstracts: A class with three slots: Journal, Abstract, and PMID to store the abstracts from the PubMed.
2. HGNC: A class with slots: HGNCID, ApprovedSymbol, AprovedName, Status, PreviousSymbols, Aliases, Chromosome,
AccessionNumbers and RefSeqIds to store the information of genes (human genes).
Functions/Methods:
1. readabs(): To read the abstracts from the PubMed file.
Arguments: Text file from PubMed.
2. word_atomizations(): To break the whole text into words.
Arguments: Object of class Abstracts.
3. gene_atomization(): Extract genes from the text. It automatically fetches the genes (HGNC approved Symbol) from the
text and report their frequencies. Presently only HGNC approved symbols are used.
Arguments: Object of class "Abstracts".
4. combineabs(): To combine abstract. Two objects of class "Abstracts" are combined to return non-redundant combined
abstracts. It can be used sequentially to combine many objects of class "Abstracts". It will also write the number of combined
abstracts into a text file named "data_out.txt".
Arguments: Two S4 objects of class "Abstracts"
5. sendabs(): To write the abstracts to a tab delimited text file with headers Journal, Abstract & PMID.
Arguments: An object of class "Abstracts" and a filename to write the abstracts.
6. getabs(): To get abstracts for a given term. It is a base function of the package. getabs() is used to find and extract the
abstracts for any given term, from a large corpus of abstracts. It uses regexpr based search strategy.
Arguments: It takes 3 arguments i.e. an S4 object of class "Abstracts", query term and third is logical if TRUE, search will
be case sensitive.
6. getabsT(): same as getabs() but is case sensitive.
Arguments are same as getabs()
7. searchabsL(): To search the abstracts of term(s) in a combination mode.

Arguments: Object of class Abstracts, and optional arguments year, include, restrict and exclude.
Note: restrict and exclude operate in specific mode.
8. searchabsT(): Similar to searchabsL, but performs specific search as it allows case sensitive search.
9. cleanabs(): To remove the 'NONE' abstracts from the result of searchabsL/T.
Arguments: an S4 object of class Abstracts.
10. cluster_words: to cluster words with similarity in spelling or combined words..
Arguments: an R object containing the output of wordscluster() and a numeric vector containing cluster numbers.
9. R2S4(): To read tab delimited text file with headers Journal, Abstract, & PMID into object of class "Abstracts". A reverse
function of sendabs().
Arguments: A tab delimited text file.
10. Uniprotfun(): To get the information about human genes from the UniProt.
Argument: HGNC approved gene symbol.
11. Yearwise(): Reports the number of abstracts yearwise.
Arguments: Object of class Abstracts and a character vector of years.
12. Genewise(): To search the number of abstracts for genes. This function will report the number of abstracts containing the
query gene term(s) [HGNC approved symbols], and the result is saved in a text file "dataout.txt". Genewise() will report
numbers of abstracts only. The abstracts themselves for corresponding gene names can be obtained using searchabsL() and
searchabsT.
Arguments: Object of class Abstracts, and a character vector of gene names (HGNC symbols).
13. contextSearch(): Extracts the sentences containing a given query term. It takes object of class Abstracts and query term(s) as
arguments and returns a text and latex file of the sentences containing the query term. The latex file can be further converted into
PDF by using the system command in R i.e. system("pdflatexfilename.tex"). pdflatex is a shell command in Linux to convert the
latex file into PDF. In the pdf file the terms are written in bold face type to enable ease of reading.
Arguments: An S4 object of class Abstracts, and a character vector of term(s).
14. cos_sim_calc(): To calculate the cosine measure of similarity between pairs of terms from corpus. The term document
matrix is taken as input and cosine meausures of similarity between all pairs of terms are calculated.
Arguments: A numerical matrix for e.g. a Term Document matrix (output from tdm_for_lsa).
15. cos_sim_calc_boot(): To calculate the cosine similarity by boot strapping. cos_sim_calc_boot allows boot strap
analysis. This function should be used as argument for ’statistic’ in the boot functions of ’boot’ package. While
calling this function we need to transpose the input tdm and can also set the number of replicates. boot package is
required to call this function.
Arguments: Term Document Matrix generated from tdm_for_lsa function of this package. In this matrix, rows are terms
and columns are abstracts and index of matrix.

16. Find_conclusion(): To find the conclusion from the abstracts. This function is designed for the user convenience, so that
user can get the conclusion from the abstract(s) without reading the whole abstract(s).
Arguments: An S4 object of class 'Abstracts'.
17. find_intro_conc_html: To find the introduction and conclusion part from the abstracts. find_intro_conc_html provide an
HTML file containing space separated introduction and conclusion part from the abstracts of given query term as well as gives a
link directly to PubMed for corresponding PMIDs.
Arguments: It takes 3 arguments i.e. an S4 object of class Abstracts, a character vector containing terms to be search in
the abstracts and third argument is logical if true, will include title and author otherwise only abstracts will be considered.
18. removeabs(): A base function to remove the abstracts for the query term. It also reports the number of abstracts removed
for the given query term. removeabs() finds the abstracts for the given term and remove them from the large set of abstracts.A
text file of file name "dataout.txt" will be written containing the number of abstracts removed.
Arguments: It takes 3 arguments; an S4 object of class Abstracts, a character string for the term, and third is logical, if
set 'TRUE' search will be case sensitive.
19. SentenceToken(): To tokenize the sentences. SentenceToken will tokenize abstracts into individual sentences.
Arguments: a character string; could be an output from paste.
20. input_for_find_intro_conc_html(): To fetch the abstracts using the NCBI E-utilities. It takes and S4 object as input and
uses its PMIDs to fetch the abstracts from E-utilities. The output will be used as input for find_intro_conc_html as it contains
neat data i.e. abstracts only.
Arguments: an S4 object of class Abstracts and other is logical if true, will include title and author otherwise only
abstracts.
21. printabs(): To print the short summary of total number of abstracts in an S4 object of class Abstracts, including the head
tip and tail tip..
Arguments: An S4 object of class Abstracts.
22. subabs(): To extract the subset of abstracts corresponding to a given range, from the whole data.
Arguments: An S4 object of class Abstracts, start; specifies starting limit of the range to perform search, end; specifies end
limit of the range to perform search.
23. tdm_for_lsa(): to create term document matrix with frequencies of given term in each abstract and each abstract is
considered as separate document. It prepares term document matrix of terms in the ’abstracts’ corpus.
Arguments: An S4 object of class ’Abstracts’ and character vector specifying the terms
24. whichcluster(): to fetch the cluster for a given word or term.
Arguments: an R object containing the clusters of words output by wordscluster() function and a character string of query
term.
25: wordscluster(): It is used to cluster the words, using the Levenshtein distance concept, which are coming together in
combination with either ’prefixes’ or ’suffixes’ or other compound words. The first word, usually of lowest length, could be a
’stemmed’ word in many cases drastically so, is considered as representative for that cluster.
Arguments: lower limit for characters in word. Default = 5 and upper limit of characters in word. Default = 30

26. wordsclusterview():It is used to view the words in cluster formed by wordscluster() function.
Arguments: an R object containing output of wordscluster(), and a logical value which default is FALSE, if set TRUE
including those with one member word
27. xmlgene_atomizations():is used to fetch the list of genes from the abstracts saved as XML file.
Arguments: an S4 object of class Abstracts, output from xmlreadabs.
28. xml_readabs(): It is modified form of readabs() as it reads the abstracts saved in XML format from PubMed. This is
helpful to give clean and better result after preprocessing i.e. word_atomizations, wordscluster etc.
Arguments: an XML file saved from PubMed
29. xmlword_atomizations():is used to process the abstracts from PubMed in XML format.
Arguments: an S4 object of class Abstracts resulted from xmlreadabs.
30. get_original_term: To get the exact term as it is present in the corpus. Arguments: an S4 object of class Abstracts
containing the corpus and a list object, output from the function cluster_words.
31. pubtator_function():used to extract specific information from an abstract like Gene, chemical, and diseases etc.
Arguments: numeric value describing ’PMID’
Brief tutorial for the package pubmed.mineR:
In this tutorial we explain the use of each function of the package pubmed.mineR, for user benefit.
1. Download and Installation of pubmed.mineR:
In R we do not need to download package separately there is an inbuilt function install.packages(), which automatically
download the package from CRAN mirror and installs.
2. Preparation of PubMed Abstracts corpus:
From the PubMed homepage www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed, get the abstracts for the query term by entering a general term in
the search box for example Atherosclerosis, diabetes. Save the results into a text file pubmed_result.txt or any other user given
filename.txt.

Sample

pubmed_result.txt

file

3. Reading PubMed abstracts into R:

## load the libray
>library(pubmed.mineR)
## read the text file of pubmed into R with the function readabs()
Usage :
>Object=readabs( filename.txt ) # filename.txt is a text file of abstracts frpom PubMed.
Eg:
>myabs=readabs("pubmed_result.txt")
Output:
A text file named

newabs.txt .

This function will create an S4 object with the name myabs to be used for further processing. It will also automatically write a tab
delimited file newabs.txt in which the abstracts data is saved with the header Journal, Abstract, PMID. Users may wish to rename
newabs.txt to their choice to save the data for future. This file newabs.txt can also be read by R2S4 function.
It will write a text file named "newabs.txt" containing the abstracts.
The object, myabs is an S4 object containing abstracts to be used for further processing.
4. Word and gene frequencies:
##The object, myabs will be used to perform pre-processing steps for text-mining.
## Tokenization of text into words with word_atomizations().

Usage:
word_atomizations( S4 object )
Eg:
word_atomizations(myabs)

Screen Output

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□..

File output: This function will write a tab delimited text file named word_table.txt() containing common words and their
frequencies. The commonly used English words, punctuation marks and white spaces are removed. The file word_table.txt is
used by words clustering set of functions.
Fetching of genes from abstracts. (At present it is specific for humans only.)

Usage:
>gene_atomizations(S4 object);
Eg:
>abs_genes = gene_atomization(myabs)

Screen Output

File output: The function writes a text file named table.txt. The function gene_atomization() is used to find the names of available
genes in the text, by using the HGNC data. The output file will contains the name of genes with their frequencies of occurrence.
5. Abstracts search
To search the abstracts for particular term, searchabsL(), and searchabsT() are two functions available in the package
pubmed.mineR.

>diab_abs = searchabsL(myabs, include=”tuberculosis”)
## Return the abstracts containing the term tuberculosis.
>yr_abs = searchabsL(myabs, yr= “2014”)
## Returns the abstracts for the year 2014.
>include_restrict_abs = searchabsL(myabs, include=”tuberculosis”, restrict= ”E.coli”)
Return the abstracts containing the term tuberculosis which are restricted to the occurrence of the term E.coli.
In case of profuse outputs, searchabsT() could be used for reducing noise; on the other hand for fuzzy queries, searchabsL()
could be used for inspection and reformulating better queries.
Screen Output:

The function subabs() will search the abstract for given range

>subabst = subabs(myabs, 1, 5)

It will extract the first 5 abstracts from the corpus myabs.
6. Term-document:
tdm_for_lsa() helps in creating term-document matrix, which contains frequency of particular term in the each abstract.

>tdm_words = c("tuberculosis", "patients", "pleural". "health", "copeptin", "study",
"tb", "cases")
>tdm = tdm_for_lsa(myabs, tdm_words)

Screen Output

7. Find association between terms using lsa package:
There is an R package 'lsa' for doing this task using the term document matrix.

#to create the latent semantic space
>lsaspace = lsa(tdm, dims=dimcalc_share());
#display it as a textmatrix again
>newmatrix = as.textmatrix(lsaspace)

Screen Output:

Next, to find the association between terms we will use associate() function of

> associated_words = lapply(tdm_words, function(x){ associate(newmatrix, x, measure = "cosine",
threshold = "0.7")})
> names(associated_words) = tdm_words

